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A thank-you note to you
Dear friends,

Through my windows in the Farmhouse, I see the woods turning from green to gold. Chewonki’s 102nd year, fiscal year 2017, is history. We are already deep into new adventures, but it’s important to take time to celebrate what we—and you, I mean you along with Chewonki staff, participants, and families—accomplished last year. A few highlights:

- Generous donors contributed $941,516 to the Chewonki Annual Fund, an awe-inspiring affirmation of Chewonki’s mission.
- With your help, we awarded more than $1,216,100 in financial aid to families and discounts to schools, assuring access for a wide variety of wonderful students.
- We continued to develop plans for Camp Chewonki for Girls on Chewonki Neck. Achieving our goal will require resources and determination, but we are committed to this long-awaited step forward.

- New Head of Semester School Susan Felbelman is leading a vibrant Maine Coast Semester into its 30th year. Stay tuned for details about next summer’s reunion!
- The Elementary School at Chewonki, now serving students in grades 3-7, continues to demonstrate innovative new ways to meet our mission.

As each year goes by, I understand more deeply that Chewonki’s strength lies in strong, caring relationships between people over time. Your commitment inspires and guides my efforts every day. Thank you for your loyal support of Chewonki’s challenging, joyful, essential work.

Willard Morgan  
President

Thanks for helping Chewonki thrive.
“It’s evident that you are deeply engaged in your academic work. You raise the level of discourse and display intellectual leadership in English, and you do the same in Environmental Issues, bringing important questions to the table.”

from a faculty letter to a Maine Coast Semester student
Maine Coast Semester
Students: 86
Financial aid awarded: $588,099
Financial aid recipients: 34
Schools represented: 64
States represented: 19
Countries represented: 3

Elementary School at Chewonki
Students: 15, plus 2 more mid-year
Towns represented: 6
Financial aid awarded: $47,373
Financial aid recipients: 10

"I have learned so much about myself and the world around me. I have learned to live in the moment, try new things, and never, ever doubt myself...I have never met people who care so much about me..."

"The science field final was really rewarding because it was long and difficult but made me realize how much I had learned about the coast of Maine."

from Semester 57 student survey
“When a counselor said ‘You’ll thank me later’ about our sunrise hike, you, a cranky pre-teen being woken at 4:30 a.m., managed to say, ‘Yeah, I probably will,’ and then hopped right up. (You caught up on sleep atop a comfy pile of rocks at the summit.)”

from a counselors’ letter to a boy camper

Camp Chewonki
Camp Chewonki for Boys: 262 campers
Camp Chewonki for Girls: 76 campers
Camp Chewonki Wilderness Trips: 93 trippers
Financial aid awarded: $498,188
Financial aid recipients: 116
States represented: 32
Countries represented: 18

“You braved portages and strange food and rapids and did it all while laughing louder than anyone else. You grew as a paddler and a community member. We are so proud of you for facing your fears and learning to love the wild.”

from a counselors’ letter to a girl camper
“Our favorite memory of you was when you had returned from sitting by Cloud Pond. You watched the clouds move in and out, and we watched you thrive in a natural setting. Every morning, without hesitation, you packed your bag and began helping the group...”

from a leaders’ letter to a wilderness tripper
"Outstanding. The lessons were well paced and delivered with enthusiasm and knowledge. The kids were totally engaged at all times. Content was perfect and educators created a very positive experience in nature."

visiting teachers' feedback after Outdoor Classroom program

Outdoor Classroom
Students: 1,592
Maine students: 1,224
Schools served: 40
Maine schools served: 22
Financial aid and discounts to schools: $390,802

Traveling Natural History Program
Off-campus presentations: 865
Host communities: 139
Attendance off campus: 26,356 (est.)
On-campus presentations: 66
Attendance on campus: 1,051

letter from a Mountain View School student, Sullivan, Maine
Salt Marsh Farm
26,565 eggs
12,573 pounds of vegetables
6,691 pounds of meat
5,200 pounds of hay
31.50 cubic yards of manure
10.67 cubic yards of compost
21.75 cords of firewood
Value of kitchen’s avoided food costs: $79,408
Value of Pack-out’s avoided food costs: $3,943

Kitchen
Approximate number of meals served: 76,000
Approximate number of meals served to
summer participants: 27,200
Approximate amount spent on Maine-raised or
produced food: $20,200
Farm milk pasteurized: 2,148 gallons
Yogurt made from Chewonki milk: 376 quarts
Cheese made from Chewonki milk: 147 pounds

“Good food, good for you,
good for the world.”
Bill Edgerton, Kitchen Manager
"Education is inherent in all aspects of Chewonki’s farm and food system...We model growing practices and purchasing choices that limit our impact on the natural world."

(from the Chewonki Food Philosophy)
Sustainability and Facilities
With the addition of new solar panels, Chewonki reached 110.22 kilowatts of installed capacity. Solar generation produced nearly 50 percent of the electricity we used in the past year.

“We need the tonic of wildness...At the same time that we are earnest to explore and learn all things, we require that all things be mysterious and unexplorable...”

Henry David Thoreau, Walden

Fishing in the West Branch of the Penobscot River by Chewonki’s Big Eddy Cabins and Campground

A fall morning at Chewonki’s Debsconeag Lake Wilderness Camps
Your support keeps Chewonki blooming.
CHEWONKI CIRCLE

St. John level ($5,000 and up)
Anonymous (11)
Jackie and Julius Alexander
Bill and Joan Alfond
Kendall Alfond
Scott and Laura Beebe
Lawrence Bender
Peter and Davis Benedict
Estate of Ann W. Billings
Tim Blair and Kate Dempsey
Joe and Kristen Brown
Sam Buttrick
Jill Cohen
Bruce Cornuelle
Helen and David Crowell
Paul Crowell and Alexandra Stillman
Ted and Jen Deinard
Elisabeth C. Dudley
Jeffrey and Marguerite Eberle
Michael D. Fleisher
Edwin F. Gamble
Jenn and Jay Gudebski
Gordon Hall III
Glenn Hopkins and Jamie Hanna
Wendy E. Jordan
Coleman W. Kennedy
Kevin and Karen Kennedy
David S. Klafter and Nancy L. Kestenbaum
Richard Krantz and Kathryn Deane
Dan* and Esu* Lackey
Rebecca E. Marvil and Brian M. Smyth
Suzanne and Neil McGinn
Roger, Margot, Tara, and Max Millichen
Elizabeth Mygatt and Alex Pi
Oliver and Cynthia Rodman
Susan Rodriguez and Charles Lowrey
The Saulfield Family
Lee and Jacquie Scarborough
Karen and Robert Scheu
Estate of Paula C. Sculley
Mrs. Henry L. Smith
Walter and Sue Stafford
John and Steph Tipton
Dan and Birgit Townley
The Ward Family
John Warren and Laura Appell-Warren

Allagash level ($2,500-$4,999)
E. Davies Allan
David and Trisha Barton
MaryAnn Baumrind
Jeff Boyk
Kevin and Jamie Connors
David E. Drinkwater
Lillian and Greg Giornelli
William B. Hietz, Jr.
Hilary and Ken Holm
Brigitte and Hal Kingsbury
Janice C. Kirby
Gerrit Lansing
Sandra and Carl Lohner
Caleb Liville and Alex Kendall
Amy and Bouke Noordzij
Martin Pompadur
Paul and Carol Ring
Ed and Sandra Ross
Peter and Virginia Sargent
Ann L. Sawyer
Fay and Bill Shutzer
Howard and Patty Silverstein
Nicholas and Lauren Spillotes
Tim and Maria Tassopoulos
William B. and Angenette G. Tyler
James and Julie Wellington

Penobscot level ($1,000-$2,499)
Anonymous (6)
Wilbert and Joan Abele
John and Judith Alexander
Charles and Melynn Allen
James and Suzanne Balog
Edward P. Barker, Jr., and Sarah E. Kurz
The Bond Family
Nick and Molly Booth
William P. Bowditch
John W. Bracker and Rachel Countryman
Deb Braun
The Breecker Family
Thomas and Margaretta Brokaw
Charles and Sarah Cabot
The Carlson Family
Adan Celias
Peggy and David Conover
Juliana and Thaddeus Davis
Jeremy E. Dolinsky
Christopher Dumaine
Susan and Linc Eldredge
Bob and Bee Elmore
Lucretia W. Evans
Susan Fabelman and George Turner
Ned and Elizabeth Ford
Jonathan and Rita Gewirtz
Frank Governali and Terry Ann Scriven
Oscar and Jill Grandas
Jessica Montgomery Green
Emily and Bruce Hanavan
Caleb and Rebecca Hemphill
Bill Hetzel and Jennifer Niese
The Heymann Family
Tom Hildreth and Claudia Diller
Joel and Kelly Hokkanen
Charles and Judith Hood
Samuel Huber and Catherine Weiss
Tim Ingraham
Sarah Jane Jelin and Eddie, Bessie, Jake, Marty, and Willa Schwarz
David E. Johnson
Frans Kaashoek and Mathilda Van Es
The Kleinman Family
Chris and Sue Kleim
Brookside Koopman and Mark Eaton
Isaac Kruger and family
Samuel W. Lambert III
Andrea and Jeffrey Landes
Gary Langer and Kate Rice
Alicia Gray London and Family
Chuck and Susie Longfeld
Victoria and James P. Macmillan
John and Claire Mannheim
Josh and Becky Marvin
Barley McCullum and Morley McBride
The McLean Family
Joyce and Hugh McCormick III
Kate and Jordan McGowan
Robert McInnes
Torry McMillan
Beth and Jeffrey Mendel
Patti and Mort Mendes
Willard Morgan and Jennifer Barton
Peter and Catherine Moroseff
Margaret Morrison and Larry Heuer
Duryea and Peggy Morton
Warren Motley and Cynthia Saltzman
Peter and Kristin Nordblom
Hans C. Oetjgen and Jennifer A. Plane
Laura Ornest and Rick Leslie
Francisco Sol Ortiz
Lidia Paule and Ketch Secor
Cynthia and John Phinney
Allan H. Pierce
Malin Pinsky and Kristen Hunter-Thomson
M.T. Charlie Quarico
Justin Reich and Elsa Olivetti
Steve D. Reich
John and Rebecca Richardson

*Deceased

CHEWONKI DONORS
FISCAL YEAR 2017
Gifts received between September 1, 2016, and August 31, 2017.
Show us the way forward: Join the Osprey Society.

Lead in the future by making plans today to include Chewonki in your will or retirement plan. Director of Development Peg Willauer-Tobey would love to talk with you. (207) 882-7323, x153.
ANNUAL FUND
Unrestricted Gifts
Anonymous (31)
June Abbott
Claudia Abbott-Barish
Robert Abuza and Mardi Hudson Abuza
Mark and Ingrid Albay
Tom Albee
Jo Anne Albright
Melissa Alden
Jackie and Julius Alexander
John and Judith Alexander
John and Karen Alexander
Emily and Meg Algranati
E. Davies Allan
Charles and Melynn Allen
Elizabeth Allen, Chris Foster, and Matt Foster
Jim and Pam Allyn
Nancy Allyn
Garth and Heather Altenburg
Nancy and Howard Alter
Jim and Kim Ambach
S. Scott Andrews and M. Susan West
Katharine Appleyard
Thomas Archambault
Carol Arnold and Annie Nixon
Laura Ashcroft
Kyle Bachmayer
Edward B. Baker and Anna M. van Heekeen
James Ballard and Barbara Perman
James and Suzanne Balog
Seavron D. Banus
Alexis Barab
Ron Barab and Benita Bard
Edward P. Barker, Jr., and Sarah E. Kurz
Andrew M. Barnett and Kit White
Deborah H. Baron
Richard and Mary Barth
David and Trisha Barton
Jonathan and Elizabeth Bates
Lucy Bates-Bailey
Dale and Judy Bauer
Mary Ann Baumrind
George and Barbara Beal
Thomas and Barbara Beal
Rachel Beane and Eric Chown
Rick and Laura Beattie
Judy and David Beebe
Scott and Laura Beebe
David K. Bell
Milla Kate Bell-Hart
Lawrence Bender
Peter and Davis Benedict
David and Chris Beneman
Nancy and Arnold Bennett
Peggy and Peter Benson
Edith B. Bernard
Marianne Berwick
Kimberly Bibber
Douglas and Lorraine Bibby
Alfred B. Bigelow
Tim Blair and Kate Dempsey
Robert D. Blake
William Blakely
Richard F. Blount
Peter and Carol Blumberg
The Bogart Family
Keri Boroje
Bill and Ashley Bollwerk
Anna I. Bondarenko
Nick and Molly Booth
Rosalin and James Borders
The Bostick Family
Rufus Cole Bottzow
Ed and Susan Bowditch
William P. Bowditch
John E. Bracken and Rachel Countryman
Trevor Baden and Kate Smith
The Brady Family
Jonathan and Barbara Breun
Steven and Karyn Bristol
Cara L. Brody
The Broecker Family
Thomas and Margaret Brokaw
Erika Brown
Rufus E. Brown and M. Thomasine Burke
Donna Browning
Barrie Brusila and Mitch Kihn
David A. Bryant
Thomas D. Bull
John H. Burbank, Jr.
Joel Burkard
Harold Burnett
Hannah Burrroughs
Susan and Franklin Burrroughs
Jeff and Allee But
Sam Buttrick
Susie Buttrick
Charles and Sarah Cabot
Tom and Mary Cabot
Lindsey and Andrew Cabot
Jim and Susan Caldwell
Maythi Calvert
David and Jennifer Campbell
Ronald and Elizabeth Campbell
Alexis and Scott Carney
Adan Celis
Libby and Rick Chamberlin
Chip and Nancy Chandler
Clint Chandler
Shanley Chandler
Allan M. Chapin
Bart Chapin III and Lucy W. Hull
Jackie and Timothy Chapin
Dick and Francie Chase
Elisabeth Christensen
Kim and Peter Cleworth
Don and Alida Coates
Jan Coates
Jill Cohen
Peter Collins
David and Nora Connolly
Kevin and Jamie Connors
Christian V. Conway
Jock Coughlin
Deborah Cook and Tony Holt
Kate and Seth Coon
Howard Crouse III
Steven and Bobbi Cope
Winston R. Copeland
Bruce Cornuelle
Emma Cotter
Sarah and Tim Cowan
Mary Cox
Charles and Virginia Craighill
Helen and David Crowell
Paul Crowell and Alexandra Stillman
James Crowley
Sarah Crowley
Richard T. Cruschfield
Brian Hight Cushing
Andy and Mary Cutler
Tony Dell
John Dalton
K. Blythe Daly
William J. Dana and Emily L. Beehner
Tori Dade
Patti Dardano and Mike Gardner
Alexandra Darrow and Jerome, Nials, and Sarah Quinn Griffin
Peter and Ronni Davidson
Juliana and Thaddeus Davis
Paul L. M. Davis
Hannah Day-Kapell
Jose M. de Arellano
Dixie and Joe de Koning
Isabelle de Trabuc Smith and Gerald Smith
Ted and Jen Deinard
Jeremy E. Delinsky
Emily Dallas
John G. Dent
Rosanna Dent
Becky Palmer Dickson
Dawn Dill
Chuck and Meg Dinmore
Jeff and Candace Dobrow
Charles W. H. Dodge
Laurence P. Dodge
James and Carrie Donoghue
John and Joa Donovan
Laura Donovan
Peter and Pamela Dorgan
William T. Downer
Nathan Drake
David E. Drinkwater
Edward and Kimberly Duane
Anne Smith Duncan
Jeffrey and Marguerite Eberle
Michael W. Egan
Elizabeth Ehrenfeld
Wendy and Tom Eichler
Melissa Eisele
The Eisenstat Family
Susan and Linz Elcridge
Benjamin Ellis and Shannon Shuptrine
Caitlin Scott Ellis
Bob and Bess Elmore
Charles Epstein and Milla Bensussen
Lara Ettensohn
Jeffrey Evans and Courtney Jones
Kevin and Julie Evans
Louise Ewing
Randy Ezratty and JoAnn Corkran
John and Susan Faigle
Stephen Farneth and Elizabeth Rintoul
Peter F. H. Farnum III
Robert and Nancy Farnum
Colin Fay and Stephanie Holmes
Charles H. Fear and Heather E. Lowe
Bill Fenley
Rol and Averil Fassenden
Richard and Schuyler Field
W. Todd Field and Serena Rathbun
Andrew and Elda Fisher
Bonnie Fisher and Nick Williams
Michael D. Fleisher
Megan Flenniken
Jerome H. Fletcher
Roger and Kathy Foley
KC Ford and Matthew Russ
Alexander Foster
Northrup and Carole Fowler
Kate Fox and Cory Cramer
Robert Fox and Andrea Mintz
Bill and Peri Frantz
Richard Frantz and Jennifer Fox
Susan M. Frantz
Jane Freeman
Stephen and Diane French
Douglas Friedmann
Katherine Friedman
Jack and Ann Fulton
Peter Galliano

*Deceased
In honor of Hannah Colbert
David Colbert

In honor of Hannah Day-Kapell
Martha Stearns

In honor of Aidan and Jackson Denahy
Zoe L. Bratman

In honor of Tim Ellis
Lauren and Sue Pacini

In honor of Tim Ellis, Don Hudson, and Willard Morgan
Dave Barrington and Cathy Paris

In honor of the Ellis Family
William and Margaret Gatchell

In honor of Amanda Ennis
Raymond Ennis

In honor of Margy Foulk
Sheila and Michael Humphreys

In honor of Rick Frantz and Fred Scott
Christian and Melissa Frantz

In honor of Meghan Giuliano and Jonathan Snow
Anonymous

In honor of Kieran and Duncan Hanrahan
Julia Dalphin

In honor of William Douglas Heinich
Monte Parsons Gaillard

In honor of Bryce Koukopolis
Anonymous

In honor of Dot and Don Lamson
Kate Braemer

In honor of Wendy Lovering
Rachel Lovering
Woo Lovering

In honor of Julia Emily Masur
Henry and Grace Masur

In honor of Charlie Nigrash
Barry and Ellen Nigrash

In honor of Megan Phillips
Geoffrey and Alice Wagg

In memory of Chelsea Pompadur
Martin Pompadur

In memory of Rocks
Aaron Ritzenberg

In memory of Amy Rogers and Anne Rogers Leslie
P. Farrell Collins, Jr.

In memory of Jon Saalfeld
The Saalfeld Family

In memory of Steve Schubart
Kate and Bill Schubart

In memory of Fred Scott
Anonymous
The Moore Family
Deborah Schlaack

In memory of Semester 42
Robert D. Percy, Jr., and Nancy Mehlin
Percy

In memory of Semester 58
Sarah Bell and James McCartney
Karen Haas and Paul Pratt

In memory of Clay Smith and Hayden Smith Tamin
John E. Smith II

In memory of Megan Stump
Patricia Dalby and Harry Stump

In memory of Dick Thomas and Dot Lamson
Edward R. (Ted) DesMaison

In memory of Eva and Zeke Turner
Susan Feibelman and George Turner

In memory of Jay Wechsler
Toble Stanger

In memory of Andy Williams
Michael Staggs

In memory of Amy Mendel Winston
Blanche Lewis

In memory of Andrew Graham Winston
Beth and Jeffrey Mendel

In memory of Lewis Julian Winston
Beth and Jeffrey Mendel

In memory of Clarence E. Allen
Anonymous (2)

In memory of Doug Allen
John and Lee Allen

In memory of Mary Ellen Birkinbine
John L. Birkinbine

In memory of Kathryn Currier
Kacey Jones

In memory of Holly Hock
Dumaine
Christopher Dumaine

In memory of Margaret Ellis
Lauren and Sue Pacini
Sara Willcocks

In memory of Andrew Goodband
Martha and Tony Proulx

In memory of Leonard D. Lewis
Beth and Jeffrey Mendel

In memory of Sam Maier
Lydia Maier and Merritt Hennings

In memory of Julia Minard
Peter and Virginia Sargents

In memory of George B. Pierce
Allan H. Pierce

In memory of Richard Saltzman
Warren Motley and Cynthia Saltzman

In memory of Frank Sayre
Lauren and Sue Pacini

In memory of Joe and Carolyn Scott
Fred and Darcy Scott

In memory of Paula C. Sculley
John and Lee Allen

In memory of Nancy Wyner
Isaiah Wyner and Susan Kish

*Deceased*
Gifts Restricted for Specific Purposes

IN SUPPORT OF BIG EDDY CAMPGROUND
Anonymous (1)
Scott Anderson
George and Janice Betts
Woody Bowen
Bob and Anne Marie De Cort
Henry Mitchell
Peter Pettengill
Wayne and Barbara Plummer

In honor of Carol James
The Graham Family

IN SUPPORT OF CAMP CHEWONKI FOR BOYS
"T" Appleton
Peter M. Bates
Callum Bevarik
Adam Berinsky
Jeff Boyink
John W. Bracker and Rachel Countryman
Colin and Alli Decker
Sybil Eng and Ted Roselund
Charles and Arthur Friedman
Shirley Heden and David Pearson
Brit Hutchins
Rima Jolivet
Bruce G. Kiddor
Richard Krantz and Kathryn Deane
Isaac Kruger and Family
Duryea and Peggy Morton
Ruth Wyman Neagle
Francisco Sol Ortiz
Lee Panich and Lucy Diekmann
Clyde Randall
Brendan Rogan
Curtis, Mittie, and Tom Rooney
F. Hunter Rowley*
Lisa and Leigh Schmitt
Peter R. Scott
Patrick Shaw
David and Susie Shelton
Tapey Allen, Sheresky
Jerry and Marilyn Silverman
Caroline M. Southall
Gregory Stellato
Christy and Brian Sudler
Kit Tollerson
Dan and Birgit Townley
Benjamin B. Wells

In honor of Garth Altenburg
Stewart Stout

In honor of Joseph Fleming
Daniel and Joan Fleming

In memory of Paul and Tim Killiam
Jesse and Trina Grantham

IN SUPPORT OF CAMP CHEWONKI FOR GIRLS
Anonymous (2)
Michael Ames and Susan Kilroy-Arnes
Jason and Heather Bilan
Andrew Cook and Jaki Ellis
Kristin and William Edelglass
Charles and Rosemary James
Lorin Kipp and Finn MacDonald
The Lapides Family
Ellen T. Mammen
Morrill Marean and Family
Rebecca E. Marvin and Brian M. Smyth
Charles Parkhill and Kathleen Oliver
Anna May Raithel
Sarah B. Rheault
Eloise Schultz
Betta Stohler
Laurie Strick and Joshua Harrison
Charlotte Urbanek

In honor of Hannah Baggs,
Michelle Pitcher, and Julie Siegel
Maryanne Hartley

In honor of Camp Chewonki for Girls
Leah Kramer Heyman

In honor of Sterling Dintersmith,
Anna Stevens, and Brenna Thompson
Lisa Miller

In honor of Rose Hamershock
Anonymous

In honor of Don Hudson
Michelle LaMere and Pete Pancoast

In honor of Lindsey Miller
Anonymous

In honor of Betsy Rothbacher
Will Davidson

In honor of Paul Taylor and Claire Nelson
Caitlin Scott Ellis

IN SUPPORT OF CAMP CHEWONKI WILDERNESS TRIPS
Thomas and Margaret Downing
Jolie Hughes
Heather Hummel
Rich and Michele Miller
Dadde Pescetto
Jane and Nate Podkaminer and Family, Torrey, Kara, and Zak
Lee and Jacqueline Scarborough
Chris and Brian Sudler
Andy Wood

In honor of Joseph D. Fleming
Roberta R. Coffin

In honor of Girls Doing Ocean Kayaking
Arthur Norcross

In honor of Ted Larned
Mary Jane Larned

In honor of Kyle Shuttle
Greg Shuttle and Lynne Flaccus

IN SUPPORT OF CHEWONKI FOUNDATION
Anonymous (1)
Jackie and Julius Alexander
Jenn and Jay Gedeboski
Fred and Darcy Scott

IN SUPPORT OF MAINE COAST SEMESTER AT CHEWONKI
Anonymous (5)
Wilbert and Joan Abele
Zarine Alam
Eugenie Allen and Jeremy Feigelson
Matthew Altman
Halle Anders
The Barbash-Taylor Family
Lucy Baumrind
Milla Katz Bell-Hart
George and Angela Bernhardt
Jason and Heather Bilan
Elizabeth C. Bluhm
Peter and Susan Bluhm
Spencer Boice
Eleanor Bornstein
The Bond Family
Nellie Black Brewer
David and Nancy Bratocke
Christopher Broecker
Joe and Kristen Brown
Katherine and Claudio Cairelli
Michael and Nancy Canino
Daniel Carey and Deirdre Douglas
Kevin and Tea Carmeli

Ann Carson and Steve Kechner
Katie Chomisak
Cathryn Christensen
Ron and Kristine Christensen
Madison Cilk
Sara Clark
Courtney and Jennifer Clinkscales
Grady S. Clinkscales
Kate and Seth Coon
Jennifer Cutler
Joan Dalton
Schuyler C. Dalton
Tara Deane-Krantz
Johanna Douglas
Mr. and Mrs. Clare Hill Draper IV
Taylor Dryman
Brenda Earl
The Estey Family
Peter and Lisa Finnegan
Ned and Elizabeth Ford
Linda and Tim Foster
Carol Payne Gadsby
Wendy Gamble and Carl Kuehn
Lillian and Greg Giornelli
Jenny Goldstein and David Wachtel
Caroline Goodbody
Marc Gouveitich and Sabrina Cherry
Charie Governi
Francesca Governi
Margie Graham
Nad Gray and Dina Catani
Georgia Green
Jessica Montgomery Green
Sharon N. Green
Daniel Gullick and Rosa de Torres
James Tucker Harrison
Joan and Craig Harrison
Jessica Harrison-Fullerton
Fiona Haslett
Sarah E. Hemphill
Barbara Hempstead
Benjamin and Heather Houston
Patsy Higgins
Bill and Leah Horton
Jess Hoy and Don Wolchonok
Paul and Mary Johnson
Lindsay and Steven Kafka
Alexandra Kahn
Dillon and John Kelly, and Catherine O'Connor
Coleman W. Kennedy
Kevin and Karen Kennedy
Mimi Killinger, Meg and Eric Pendergast
Lauren and Thad King
Janice C. Kirby
Allison Klein
Natalie Friedman Lampert
Mattias Lanas
Andrea and Jeffrey Landes

*Deceased
The Laurence Family
A. Catherine LeClair
Max Leefer van Leeuwen and Family
Steve and Lynn Lewis
The Leyton Family
Bill and Susan Loftis
Alicia Gray London and family
Claire Longcope
Joni and Bill MacDonald
Tevor MacFadyen and Lisa May
Merrielle MacLeod
The Mansfield Family
Kathleen Masterson
The McClean Family
Benjamin E. McGee
Lucy McGinnis
John McKee
Nicholas McLeod
Rick and Bunny Melvoin
Brooke McDonald Merriam
Mary and Jim Mooradian
Nora Fitzgerald Moore
Elizabeth Mygatt and Alex Pl
Janet and James Nahmey
Teddy Nawmyer
Shea O'Sullivan
Hans C. Ottgen and Jennifer A. Pline
Beth and Bob Ohlweber
Wade and Peggy Otey
Edward O'Las
Margaret Pandiscio
Francesca Parker
Jim Paugh
Sarah and Peter Payette
Mary Ellen Pearce
Stewart Peery
Hannah Perkins
Kate Irvin Pfeuffer and Russell Pfeiffer
Alex and Helen Phillips
Claire Porter
Johanna Reardon Prince
Bill Pugh
M.-T. Charlie Quarcoo
Kim and Stacey Richman
Mia Ritter
Kae Roberts
Amy R. Rogers
Meredith Ruhl
Grace Rumford
Stephanie Schmiede
Dan Schulman and Leslie Hall
Peter and Larisa Scott
Liz Downey Silverstein
Howard and Patty Silverstein
Timothy and Shannon Simons
Kelly Hogan Simpson
Clairborne and Samantha Smith

Henry H. Snow
Brian and Lori Sorrick
Elizabeth G. Spence
Nicholas and Lauren Spiliotes
Margaret G. St. Jean
Jake Starnell
Barbara Johnson Stermitzer
Tyler Stewart
Josh and Jill Tarnow
Hayden Smith Ternin
Sarah Thompson
Charles C. Vos.
Adele and George Walland
Billy and Heidi Walland
Helen and Mo Waffa
Caroline Walker
The Ward Family
Lindsey Wroth Webb
Pippa White
Kristian Whitsett
Adam Wiener
Madeline Wilson
Jeffrey and Victoria Wilson-Charles
Emma Wood
Douglas and Virginia Woodburn
Richard Worthley
Ana Wright
Beth J. Young and Norah Young
Charles and Joanne Young

In honor of Hannah Angerman
Arnold Angerman and Shira Richman

In honor of Paul Arthur
Kira Heymann

In honor of Andy Bertocci and Jeanie Barnard
Sara Edwards

In honor of Nellie Black Brewer
Ralph and Nell M. Black

In honor of Eleanor Bomstein
The Bomstein Family

In honor of Katie Carlson
The Carlson Family

In honor of Mari-Elena and Ana H. Davis
Holli O. Haywood

In honor of Jo Douglas
Ian Douglas and Kristin Harris

In honor of the faculty of Maine Coast Semester
Susan and Whitney Tilson

In honor of the faculty, staff, and students of Maine Coast Semester
Emily and Meg Algranati

In honor of Susan Feibelman
MaryAnn Baumrind

In honor of Hannah Gallo
Anonymous

In honor of Kieran and Duncan Hanrahan
Julia Dalphin

In honor of Sarah Klein
Malin Pinsky and Kristen Hunter-Thomson

In honor of Connor Liu
Dennis and Ann Liu

In honor of Wendy Lovinger and Alexandre Minot
Jay Lovinger and Mary Gay Daly

In honor of Erin Quinn Martin
Katie Ganske

In honor of Lucy McGinnis
Bill and Judy McGinnis

In honor of True Miller
Patti and Steven Helvand

In honor of Willard Morgan and Jenn Barton
Marian Messing

In honor of Mia Ritter
Gay Scott

In honor of Semester 47
Gary Langer and Kate Rice

In memory of Elizabeth Betke
Richard Brunswick

In memory of Invisible Ink
Leah Bochm

In memory of Dr. Robert Kanter
Deborah Kanter

In memory of Leonard D. Lewis
Amy Mendel Winston and Rob Winston

In honor of TNHP educators and their animal co-workers
Kimberly Madden

IN SUPPORT OF OUTDOOR CLASSROOM
Anonymous (1)
Zan Armstrong
Peter Bakke
Andrew Durnsh
Jon Edwards and Nancy Fox
Ashley Nadeau
Lisa and Joseph Stevens
Sheila Sullivan and Cory Snow

In honor of Mike Boenisch
Ashley Gera

In memory of Thomas A. Bertocci
Paul and Carol Ring

IN SUPPORT OF SALT MARSH FARM
Ted and Liz Carter
Peggy and David Conover
The Isaacson Family
Brad Johnson and Emily LeVan
Timothy and Shannon Simons

IN SUPPORT OF SUSTAINABILITY INITIATIVES
Anonymous (1)
Hans O. and Jennifer J. Albee
Meghan Giuliano
Rachel Kleinman
David Panich
Megan Lee Phillips
Teresa Yang and Arthur Cheng

IN SUPPORT OF TRAVELING NATURAL HISTORY PROGRAM
Anonymous (2)
Kyle Martin Alamo
Liz Bailey
Stephen and Martha Balazs
Neil and Kate Mann
Timothy and Shannon Simons
Chrissy Smith
Julia and Sinclair Weeks

In honor of Emma Balazs
Kelsie, Jeremy, Claude, and Louie Tardif

In honor of Fritz Brokaw
Elizabeth Mallory

In honor of Keith Crowley
The Graham Family

*Deceased
ENDOWMENT
Unrestricted Gifts

GENERAL ENDOWMENT FUND
Estate of Ann W. Billings
Elisabeth C. Dudley
David Logan
Estate of Paula C. Sculley

In memory of Henry L. Smith
Mrs. Henry L. Smith

Gifts for Scholarships and Financial Aid

CLARENCE E. AND KATHERINE B. ALLEN SCHOLARSHIP FUND FOR CAMP CHEWONKI FOR BOYS
Ainsley Donaldson

In memory of Katrina Morosoff Stout
Bruce and Eileen Klockars

SHERYL A. BLAIR FUND
Anonymous (1)
Eleanor I. Druckman

BEN LADLEY FUND
John B. Ladley

MAINE COAST SEMESTER BOOK SCHOLARSHIP FUND
In memory of David A. Macleod
The Macleod Family and Jedediah Mackenzie Weeks

MAINE COAST SEMESTER SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Anonymous (2)
Anna Brown
Starrla Johnson
Timothy and Wendy Shields

MAINE GIRLS SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Hilary Holm

In memory of Jessica Marie Wing
John and Steph Tipton

MATTHEW RODMAN SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Elizabeth I. Byrne
Rebecca E. Marvil and Brian M. Smyth

Oliver and Cynthia Rodman
Kate C. Wilkinson and Peter W. Stoops

SEMESTER 42 FUND
Lillian and Greg Giornelli

ROB STONE FUND
Sue and Dave Clark
Bob and Cynthia Stone

W. B. AND A. G. TYLER FAMILY FUND
Roger and Vail Tyler
William B. and Anngene G. Tyler

Gifts for Staff Development, Enrichment, and Salary

SCOTT ANDREWS FUND FOR FACULTY DEVELOPMENT
Robert and Mimi McCauley

JENNIFER BOOTH DOLAN FUND
William Dolan
Kate and Jordan McGowan

MARGARET ELLIS MEMORIAL GARDEN FUND
Rebecca E. Marvil and Brian M. Smyth
Kate C. Wilkinson and Peter W. Stoops
Bente and Don Winston

In memory of Margaret Ellis
Gene and Nancy Raymond
Paul and Carol Ring

TIM AND MARGARET ELLIS FUND
Tim Ellis
Warren M. Little
Rebecca E. Marvil and Brian M. Smyth

Gifts for the Center for Environmental Education

CAROLYN GEBBIA FUND
Alexander and Teresa Berardi
Mary Ann Berry
Fred and Kerri Lilly
Melinda and Tarun Stewart

MARVIL, EVANS, AND SMYTH FUND
Lucretia W. Evans
Josh and Becky Marvil
Rebecca E. Marvil and Brian M. Smyth

FOUNDATIONS, FUNDS, AND TRUSTS

IN SUPPORT OF CAMP CHEWONKI FOR BOYS
Bill and Joan Alfond Foundation

IN SUPPORT OF CAMP CHEWONKI FOR GIRLS
Bill and Joan Alfond Foundation

IN SUPPORT OF CHEWONKI FOUNDATION
Maine EPSCoR at the University of Maine

IN SUPPORT OF CHEWONKI WAYPOINT PROGRAM
Emanuel & Pauline Lerner Foundation

IN SUPPORT OF ENVIRONMENTAL LIVING AND LEARNING FOR MAINE STUDENTS (ELLMS)
Elmina B. Sewall Foundation

IN SUPPORT OF MAINE COAST SEMESTER AT CHEWONKI
Bill and Joan Alfond Foundation

IN SUPPORT OF OUTDOOR CLASSROOM
The Betterment Fund
Elmina B. Sewall Foundation

IN SUPPORT OF SUSTAINABILITY INITIATIVES
Alcaldere Foundation
Anonymous (7)
Abele Family Foundation, Inc.
Alexander Family Foundation
AmazonSmile Foundation
Ananda Fund
Babbling Brook Fund
Barab-Baird Family Fund
Ellen C. Bell Memorial Fund

Blue Yak Foundation
Boston Family Office
James D. Brown Jr., Fund, Long Island Community Foundation
Alpin W. Cameron Memorial Fund
Clinkscales Giving Fund
Collins Family Foundation
Cornuelle Family Foundation
Helen and David Crowell Fund of the Community Foundation of New Jersey
Deane Family Foundation
Doe Family Foundation
Equinox Foundation
Evans Family Charitable Fund
Max Goldenson Foundation
Governor's Family Fund
Guilford Fund
Harbor Foundation
Hemphill Family Fund
Hetzel Family Fund
William Hetzel and Jennifer Niese Family Fund
Heymann Foundation
John W. and Clara C. Higgins Foundation
Dugald W. Hudson Charitable Trust
Hughes Family Fund
Jencks Family Fund of the Baltimore Community Foundation
Abraham Kaplan Charitable Foundation
Richard and Audrey Kauders Fund, Omaha Community Foundation
Karen A. and Kevin W. Kennedy Foundation
Klafter/Kestenbaum Fund of the Jewish Communal Fund
Kleinpenney Educational Fund
Leonard and Blanche Lewis Charitable Fund
Linville Family Foundation
Longview Foundation
Losam Fund
Lowrey Rodriguez Family Trust
Magnusson and Morris Family Fund
Maple Tree Fund (Brooksie Koopman and Mark Eaton)
Page & Otto Marx, Jr., Foundation
McClean Family Foundation
Joyce and Hugh McCormick Charitable Fund
Victoria M. McMillan Charitable Fund
Naduse Foundation
Nonami Foundation
Norcross Wildlife Foundation, Inc.
Omidiyar Network Fund, Inc.
Orchard Foundation
Osme Family Foundation
Richard F. Perkins 2004 Charitable Lead Trust
Piedmont Charitable Foundation, Inc.
Richard and Barbara Rovit Family Foundation, Inc.
Rust Foundation
San Francisco Foundation
Shwartz Family Foundation
Howard A. Silverstein Foundation
Staples Foundation
Swenson Family Fund, New Hampshire Charitable Foundation
Walter G. Thompson Fund
Tull Charitable Foundation, Inc.
W. B. and A. G. Tyler Family Fund
Richard C. and Barbara C. Van Dusen Family Fund of the Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan
Walke Family Charitable Fund
Elinor Daniels Washburn Charitable Gift Fund

**GIFTS OF GOODS AND SERVICES**
Anonymous (2)
Blair Nonprofit Advisors, LLC
Bart Chapin III and Lucy W. Hull
Hope Douglas
Ilona Dubois
Jack Floyd
Don and Barbara Hodges
Tim, Lily, Ted, and Tom Killiam
Julie Mitchell
Peter and Catherine Morosoff
New England Mobile Showers
OpenROV
Rachel Rock and Josh Levy
Fred and Darcy Scott
Joseph R. Scott, Jr.
Andy and Deb Williams
Wind over Wings

**BUSINESSES**
Carrabassett Coffee
Flatbread Co.
Hillside Electric
J. M. Huber Corporation
Terry Marsh Art Conservation
Mid-Coast Energy Systems, Inc.
M. W. Sewall
Larry Stewart Inc., U-Save Auto Rental
Summer Camp Supply
Two Trees Forestry
Word Center Printing

**IN SUPPORT OF TRAVELING NATURAL HISTORY PROGRAM**
Bath Savings Institution

**IN SUPPORT OF OUTDOOR CLASSROOM**
Wiscasset Ford, Inc.

**VOLUNTEERS**
Anonymous (1)
Ruth Appleyard
Jenn Barton
Kristen Berube
Damian Brady
Flannery Brady
Leila Brady
Heather Burt
Brandon Delano
Lila Drew
Bob Elmore
Phine Ewing
Eric Hartman
Mina Hartman
Alex Hebbel
Alex Hendrixson
Anne Leslie
Elaine Keyes
Tom Kittredge
Terry Marsh
Garrett (Boo) Martin
Hugh McCormick
Chris McCoy
Sierra Morgan
Zella Morgan
Pete Nye
Leslie Palen
Andrea Parker
Hannah Perrault
Christine Pupolo
Josh Reed
Fred Scott
Joe Scott
Connor Shoos
Nicky Sontag
Susie Steedman
Wyeth Tobey
Kahia Vise
Peg Willauer-Tobey
Kate Ziminsky

---

**MaineShare** Chewonki is proud to be a member of MaineShare, working with over 40 other nonprofit organizations for a clean, healthy, and prosperous Maine. MaineShare offers easy, one-stop giving to fund statewide groups working for a clean and healthy environment, fair treatment for all, and safe, livable communities. For more information on offering MaineShare at your place of work, please visit www.maineshare.org or contact the Chewonki Advancement Office.
“The trouble with Chewonki is that it goes by too fast.”

camper overheard on the Quad